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The game will be launched on August 30th. The game features a massive world in a medieval fantasy setting where the genre of “Saga of Heroes” meets the nature of a game. A game by which your character will enter a world full of other characters and interact with them. STORY: In the general world, a great war with a group
called the Great Empire of the South has finally been finished. In the Lands Between, humans are living as refugees and struggling to get by while making the best of their situation. They live in one of the many village-like towns. At the same time, an ancient peace has been maintained between the Elden Ring and the great empire.
A mysterious danger is looming over the world, and the Elden Ring and the Empires of the South are preparing to face it. Amongst all of these events, the protagonist will enter the Lands Between, and the destiny of the world will be decided there. Characters: The main protagonist, Argo, is a young Elden Lord. Even at the age of
twenty-four, he already knows everything there is to know about the world, and is already trying to harness the greatest power in the Lands Between. He was once the heir to the Elden Ring, but was forced to leave the Elden Ring when he was forced to enter the world. Along with the protagonist, there are several characters with
their own thoughts and backgrounds. Gameplay: Argo will engage in an online battle with other players in real time. Battle against other players to earn EXP and level up! Earn EXP to level up! ============================================== Steam Users: * The support of Microsoft Game Pass is
requested. * A huge amount of data updates will be required after launch. * We recommend at least 16 GB of free space on your PC, since the game requires a sizable install. Steam: =============================================================== Pre-order bonuses: * Closed beta test ※ After
the pre-order bonus period, you will be issued an ID number. Please follow the ID number issued to you to participate in the testing. ※ Access to the closed beta test will be available from May 31st, 2019 to July 9th, 2019 (PDT). Pre-order bonuses by platform:

Features Key:
A massive battle system with an overhauled battle system, including a new Auto Battle, integrated damage slider, a revamped battle layout, battle strategies, and more.
Elden characters.Chose your character class and build your strategy to fight for the glory of the Elden Ring.
Elden Rites system. Make powerful choices from an extensive system to help influence how your character’s story progresses.
A wide variety of weapons. Many weapons to choose from including swords, guns, spears, and powerful axes.
A wide variety of skills. Skills to improve your character’s various actions for more comfortable monster fighting.
A large variety of weapons. Weapons to be equipped according to which monsters you fight.
A wide variety of skills. Ability to increase your character’s combat prowess with many skills to choose from.

RANKING DISTRIBUTION:

STANDING ORDER:

1 player : 12,000 yen *Translations of the item’s standing order is tentative. Check the updates schedule for updates on this number.

2 player : 15,000 yen *Translations of the item’s standing order is tentative. Check the updates schedule for updates on this number.

3 player : 19,000 yen *Translations of the item’s standing order is tentative. Check the updates schedule for updates on this number.

4 player : 26,000 yen *Translations of the item’s standing order is tentative. Check the updates schedule for updates on this number.

5 player : 33,000 yen *Translations of the item’s standing order is tentative. Check the updates schedule for updates on this number.
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